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AVVISO DELLA COMMISSIONE EUROPEA 
 
 
1 Product: Stainless Steel Billet & Hot-rolled stainless steel 

plate  
2 Country taking 

action: 
China  

3 EU Countries 
concerned: 

all 

4 Type of Case: Anti-dumping investigation 

5 Status + Date: Notification by MOFCOM of the receipt of a 
complaint 

6 Tariff codes: 72189100, 72189900, 72191100, 72191200, 
72191312, 72191319, 72191322, 72191329, 
72191412, 72191419, 72191422, 72191429, 
72192100, 72192200, 72192300, 72192410, 
72192420, 72192430, 72201100, 72201200. 

7 Comments: MOFCOM has received a complaint requesting the 
initiation of an anti-dumping investigation into EU 
exports of Stainless Steel Billet & Hot-rolled 
stainless steel plate. At this stage, MOFCOM has 
not decided yet to open an investigation. 
Generally, MOFCOM initiates the investigation one 
to two weeks after this notification. 
Please find attached the notification and the 
relevant trade statistics. In case EU companies 
are willing to cooperate, please contact Eva Maria 
Sanchez and Marta Garda, in my absence. 
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[translation] 
TRB Initiation Letter (2018) No. 56 

 
 
 

Letter of the Receiving an application for an anti-dumping investigation of 
Stainless Steel Billet and Hot-rolled Stainless Steel Plate (Coil) 

 
 
 

EU Delegation,  
 
The Bureau of Trade Remedy and Investigation of the Ministry of Commerce of the People’s 
Republic of China presents its compliments to Delegation of the European Union to China.  
 
The Bureau of Trade Remedy and Investigation of the Ministry of Commerce of the People’s 
Republic of China received anti-dumping application to Stainless Steel Billet and Hot-rolled 
Stainless Steel Plate (Coil) imported originating from the EU, submitted by Chinese industry. 
The product's English name is: Stainless Steel Billet and Hot-rolled Stainless Steel Plate 
(Coil). They are listed in the Import and Export Tariff of the People's Republic of China: 
72189100, 72189900, 72191100, 72191200, 72191312, 72191319, 72191322, 72191329, 
72191412, 72191419, 72191422, 72191429, 72192100, 72192200, 72192300, 72192410, 
72192420, 72192430, 72201100, 72201200. According to the Anti-Dumping Regulation, our 
bureau will take an analysis to the application. 
 
The notice is hereby made. 
 
 
Contact person: Xu Minglei 
Tel: 86-10-65197676 
 
 
 
 
       16 July 2018 
       Trade Remedy and Investigation Bureau 
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